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Most people who think they know Hitlerism, and many who
witnessed or even participated in its struggle for power, will find
this interpretation of the movement which, by transfiguring
Germany, came so close to renovating the Earth and by so little! It
was, they will say, the very opposite of a movement intended to
put an end to the present ‘reign of quantity’, with all the
mechanisation of work and of life itself that it implies. It was a
doctrine visibly addressed to the working masses—‘pure-blooded’
masses—or supposed to be so, with healthy instincts, no doubt
biologically superior to the Jewish elements of the ‘intelligentsia’,
but ‘masses’ anyway.

Didn’t the organisation which represented the instrument of
dissemination bear the eloquent name of ‘National Socialist
German Workers’ Party’?[1] And didn’t the Führer, himself a
product of the people, repeat over and over again in his speeches
that only what comes from the people, or at least has its roots in
them, is healthy, strong and great? Incidentally, the word völkisch
has such a resonance in National Socialist terminology that it
became highly suspect after the disaster of 1945. It is avoided in
re-educated post-war Germany, almost as much as the words
Rasse (race) and Erbgut (heredity).

But there is more: the Führer seems to have aimed, as few men
responsible for the destinies of a great people have done in the
modern world, at three goals most in keeping with the spirit of our
age: ever-greater technical perfection, ever-greater material well-
being and indefinite demographic growth—more and more births
in all healthy German families, even outside the family framework,
provided the parents were healthy and of good breeding.

It is certain that most of the statements which illustrate the first
and last of these aims are justified by the state of war that
threatened Germany at the time they were made. Here is one, for
example, from 9 February 1942: ‘If I now had a bomber capable of
flying at more than seven hundred and fifty kilometres an hour, I
would have supremacy everywhere… This aircraft would be faster
than the fastest fighters. Therefore, in our manufacturing plans we
should first tackle the bombers problem’… ‘Ten thousand bombs
dropped randomly on a city are not as effective as a single bomb
dropped with certainty on a power station, or on the pumping
stations on which the water supply depends’.[2]

And further: ‘In the war of technology, it is the one who arrives at
the right time with the right weapon who wins the decision. If we
succeed in bringing our new panzer on line this year, at the rate of
twelve per division, we will overwhelmingly outclass all the
armoured vehicles of our adversaries… What is important is to
have technical superiority at least on a decisive point. I admit it: I
am a technical fanatic. You have to come up with something new
that surprises your opponent so that you always keep the
initiative’.

One could multiply such quotations ad infinitum taken from the
Führer’s talks with his ministers or generals. They would only
prove that he had a sense of reality, the absence of which would be
surprising, to say the least, in a warlord.

The same applies to Adolf Hitler’s ideas about
the need for a large number of healthy children.
His point of view is that of a legislator, and
therefore of a realist; and not only of someone
who knows how to draw the right conclusions
from the observations he himself has made—
someone who, among other things, knows the
consequences that a pernicious policy of anti-

natalism has had for France but of one who understands the
lessons of history and wants to make his people benefit from
them.

The Ancient World, he stressed, owed its downfall to the
restriction of births among the patricians and to the passage of
power into the hands of the most diverse races of plebs ‘on the day
when Christianity erased the border which, until then, separated
the two classes’.[3] And he concluded, a little further on: ‘It is the
baby bottle that will save us’. His viewpoint is also that of a
conqueror conscious of the perenniality of natural law, that wants
‘the worthiest’ to be ultimately, in the eyes of Destiny, the
strongest, conscious and therefore of the necessity for a missioned
people—a people of the future to be the strongest.

Adolf Hitler dreamed of Germanic expansion in the East. He said
so, and repeated it. It appears, however, that there was a
difference between this dream and that of those conquerors of the
East or West who had only the lucrative adventure in mind.
 

______ 卐 ______

 
Editor’s Note: This is precisely why I don’t identify at all with the
Castilians who conquered Mexico. These idiots were only chasing
gold, and the first thing they did when they stepped on the shores
of the new continent was to fornicate with Indian women. It also
explains why I have zero male friends in this country. Spanish-
speaking liberals are bananas, and no one among the Criollo
conservatives wants to see the damage that blood mixing caused
in the Americas.

Savitri goes on to quote the Fuhrer:
 

______ 卐 ______

 
I would consider it a crime’, he said in the same talk on the night
of 28-29 January 1942, ‘to have sacrificed the lives of German
soldiers simply for the conquest of material wealth to be exploited
in the capitalist style. According to the laws of Nature, the land
belongs to whoever conquers it. Having children who want to live;
the fact that our people are bursting at the seams within their
narrow borders, justifies all our claims on the Eastern spaces. The
overflow of our birth rate will be our chance. Overpopulation
forces a people to get out of the woods. We are not in danger of
remaining frozen at our present level. Necessity will force us to
always be at the forefront of progress. All life is paid for in blood’.
[4]

Elsewhere, in a talk on the night of 1 to 2 December 1941, he said:
‘If I can admit a divine commandment it is this: ‘The species must
be preserved. [Editor’s note: Gens alba conservanda est!]
Individual life must not be valued at too high a price’.[5]

____________

[1] Nationalsozialistische Deutscher Arbeiter Partei (hence NSDAP).

[2] Libres propos sur la guerre et la paix, translation by Robert d’Harcourt,

p. 297-98.

[3] Ibid, p. 254.

[4] Ibid, pp. 254-255.

[5] Ibid, p. 139.
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Flawed sci-fi genre

On Mondays a ‘market on wheels’ passes
near my house that doesn’t exist in the
neighboring country to the north: Indians
who sell food and other household items to
the more bourgeois classes. For the
ridiculous price of $15 pesos (0.72 dollars)

yesterday I bought this year’s version of Dune.

I still remember when I saw the first film version of Frank
Herbert’s novel in 1984 and I thought it was a very bad movie. But
the 2021 version is worse as the accelerating trend toward Evil
continues in these eschatological times, as Savitri would say. I
mean the mania of putting more and more non-white actors on
the big screen. The $15 pesos I spent yesterday for a pirated DVD
of Dune was a good investment, as I prefer to give that amount to
an Indian than to Hollywood dogs (tonight my sister and my
nephew will watch Dune on the Imax screen).

Although, with the exception of this darkening of actors, the visual
aspect of the 2021 film improves on previous versions, there will
never be a good movie because Herbert’s novel is flawed.

When I saw the 1984 film, I was unaware of the existence of
psychoclasses. Recently, in one of my comments on Savitri’s book,
I said that the Spaniards belonged to a higher psychoclass than the
Aztecs, who killed and ate their children. The mistake of Herbert
and all fans of science-fiction is that they ignore the existence of
psychoclasses. With the exception of the books that I’ve been
promoting on this site from the pen of Arthur C. Clarke, the only
thing that the authors of the futurist genre do is extrapolate the
present of this fallen West to a future where technology has been
developed.

But that is not the future.

During the Middle Ages in Europe, the future of the
Mesoamerican and Inca world would be the destruction, thanks to
the Europeans, of an infanticidal psychoclass, a psychoclass of
serial killers (see the central part of my Day of Wrath) through an
amalgamation between Indian and Spanish in which, at least, the
filicide aspects of the Amerinds were overcome.

That doesn’t mean that I identify myself with the Castilians. I
represent a psychoclass superior to theirs inasmuch as I have
always been repulsed by bullfighting (as I tell in one of my
autobiographical books, my grandmother and my godmother were
fans of this sadistic art). In other words, internally I already made
another quantum leap from the Spanish psychoclass to a
psychoclass that feels infinitely more empathy for animals.

The mistake of Herbert, who once had a personal fight with
Clarke, is that he was blind to psychogenic evolution; that is, to
the development of empathy (think about how Hitler’s first
measure when he came to power was to pass laws to prevent the
cruelty to animals). Herbert extrapolates the human psychoclass
from our time to the future as if there won’t be any psychogenic
breakthroughs. For example, one of the anachronisms of the
movie that I saw yesterday is the hobby of the House Atreides (the
movie’s good guys), who had representations of bullfighting art in
their palace, including the head of a sacrificed bull on a wall.

In fact, it is impossible for the current psychoclass of humans to
grow indefinitely because with such advanced technology they
would only end up self-destructing (which is why we receive no
signs of intelligent life in the Milky Way). Only the Aryan
overman, the followers of a new Hitlerite religion, could inherit
the stars.

Unlike Herbert’s Dune, in a few of Clarke’s futuristic novels
humans stop abusing children and animals. When in 1992 I wrote
him a letter, and asked him what was his favourite novel among
the many he wrote, the famous British author informed me that it
was The Songs of Distant Earth (except for my address that I’ve
just deleted, Clarke’s letter can be read: here). The novel has its
problems, of course. Clarke was bisexual and this shows in The
Songs of Distant Earth. But at least he acknowledges that
psychoclasses may evolve in the future.

But I would like to say one more thing about the darkening of the
actors in the 2021 version of Dune and Hollywood in general.

Yesterday I saw a segment of Fox News. The axiological lie on
which the US is based, a lie that is exterminating the white race in
that country, is something that even anchors like Tucker Carlson
share. Last night Carlson said: ‘…the funding principle of the
United States, to sum up, is the Christian belief that all people,
regardless of their skin color, are equal before God’.

Well, they certainly aren’t equal before me.
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It is the bloodshed that accompanied the seizure of power by these
ideological movements that gives the illusion. We readily imagine
that killing is synonymous with revolution and that the more a
change is historically linked to massacres, the more profound it is
in itself. We also imagine that it is all the more radical the more
visibly it affects the political order. But this is not the case. One of
the most real and lasting changes in known history, the transition
of multitudes of Hindus of all castes from Brahmanism to
Buddhism between the 3rd and 1st centuries BC, took place not
only without bloodshed, without revolution in the popular sense of
the word, but without the least political upheaval. Nevertheless,
Buddhism, even though it was later practically eliminated from
India, has left its mark on the country forever.[1]

Marxism-Leninism is, despite the persecutions, the battles, the
mass executions, the tortures, the slow deaths in the concentration
camps and the political overthrows which have everywhere
accompanied its victory, far too much ‘in line’ with the evolution
of the West—and of the world, increasingly dominated by Western
technology, to deserve the name of ‘revolutionary doctrine’.

Fundamentally, it represents the logical continuation, the
inevitable continuation, of the system of ideas and values which
underlies and sustains the world which arose both from the
French Revolution and the increasing industrialisation of the 19th
century; the seeds of this system were already found in the quasi-
religious respect of the Jacobins for ‘science’ and its application to
the ‘happiness’ of the greatest number of men, all ‘equal in rights’
and before that, the notion of ‘universal conscience’ linked to
‘reason’: the same for all, as it appears in Kant, Rousseau and
Descartes.

It represents the logical continuation of that attitude which holds
as legitimate any revolt against a traditional authority in the name
of ‘reason’, ‘conscience’ and above all of the so-called ‘facts’
brought to light by ‘scientific’ research. It completes the series of
all these stages of human thought, each of which constitutes a
negation of the hierarchical diversity of beings, including men: an
abandonment of the primitive humility of the sage, before the
eternal wisdom; a break with the spirit of all traditions of more
than human origin. It represents, at the stage we have reached, the
natural culmination of a whole evolution which merges with the
very unfolding of our cycle: unfolding which accelerates, as it
approaches its end, according to the immutable law of all cycles.

It has certainly not ‘revolutionised’ anything. It has only fulfilled
the possibilities of expressing the permanent tendency of the
cycle, as the increasingly rapid expansion of technology coincides
with the pervasive increase in the population of the globe. In
short, it is ‘in line’ with the cycle, especially the latter part of it.

Christianity was, of course, at least as dramatic a change for the
Ancient World as victorious Communism is for today’s world. But
it had an esoteric side that linked it, despite everything, to
Tradition from which it derived its justification as a religion. It
was its exoteric aspect that made it, in the hands of the powerful
who encouraged or imposed it, first of all in the hands of
Constantine, the instrument of domination assured by a more or
less rapid lowering of the racial elites; by a political unification
from below.[2]

It is this same exoteric aspect, in particular
the enormous importance it gave to all
‘human souls’, that compels Adolf Hitler to
see in Christianity the ‘prefiguration of
Bolshevism’: the ‘mobilisation, by the Jew, of
the mass of slaves to undermine society’, the
egalitarian and anthropocentric doctrine,
anti-racist to the highest degree, capable of

winning over the countless uprooted of Rome and the Romanised
Near East. It is this doctrine that Hitler attacks in all his criticisms
of the Christian religion, in particular in the comparison he
constantly makes between the Jew Saul of Tarsus, the St. Paul of
the Churches, and the Jew Mardoccai, alias Karl Marx.

But it could be said that Christian anthropocentrism, separated of
course from its theological basis, already existed in the thought of
the Hellenistic and then the Roman world; that it even
represented, more and more, the common denominator of the
‘intellectuals’ as well as the plebs of these worlds. I even wonder if
we do not see it taking shape from further back, because in the 6th
century BC Thales of Miletus thanked, it is said, the Gods for
having created him ‘to be human, and not animal; male, not
female; Hellene, not Barbarian’ meaning a foreigner.

It is more than likely that, already in Alexandrian times, a sage
would have rejected the last two, especially the last one!, of these
three reasons to give thanks to Heaven. But he would have
retained the first. And it is doubtful that he would have justified it
with as much simple common sense as Thales.
 

______ 卐 ______

 

Editor’s Note: Here I agree with Thales. But keep in mind that if
Thales had not been an Aryan, I’d agree with Savitri. The point is
that only the most beautiful specimens of the Aryan race are the
image and likeness of divinity. The rest are, using the language of
the priest of the 14 words, exterminable Neanderthals.
 

______ 卐 ______

 
Now any exaltation of ‘man’ considered in himself, and not as a
level to be surpassed, automatically leads to the over-estimation of
both the masses and individuals with interesting hands; to a
morbid concern for their ‘happiness’ at any cost; therefore, to an
utilitarian attitude above all in the face of knowledge as well as of
creative action.

In other words, if, on the one hand, in the Hellenistic world—then
in the Roman world—esoteric doctrines more or less related to
Tradition—that is, doctrines ‘above Time’—have flourished within
certain schools of ancient wisdom—among the Neo-Platonists, the
Neo-Pythagoreans and certain Christians—it is, on the other hand,
quite certain that all that conquering Christianity (exoteric, and to
what degree!) was, as was the widespread interest in the
applications of experimental science, in the direction of the Cycle.

The fact that the Churches have, later on in the centuries opposed
the statement of several scientific truths, ‘contrary to dogma’ or
supposedly so, doesn’t change anything. This is, in fact, a pure
rivalry between powers aiming at the ‘happiness of man’—in the
other world or this one—and embarrassing each other as two
suppliers of similar commodities.

If the Churches today are giving more and more ground, if they
are all (including the Roman Church) more tolerant of those of
their members who like Teilhard de Chardin give ‘science’ the
largest share, it is because they know that people are more and
more interested in the visible world and the benefits that flow
from its knowledge, and less and less to what cannot be seen or
‘proved’—and they do what they can to keep their flock. They ‘go
with the flow’ while pointing out as often as possible that the
anthropocentric ‘values’ of the atheists are, in fact, their own; that
they even owe them, without realising it.

No doctrine, no faith linked to these values is ‘revolutionary’
whatever the arguments on which it is based, whether drawn from
a ‘revealed’ morality or from an economic ‘science’.

The real revolutionaries are those who militate not against the
institutions of one day, in the name of the ‘sense of history’, but
against the sense of history in the name of timeless Truth; against
this race to decadence characteristic of every cycle approaching its
end, in the name of their nostalgia for the beauty of all great
beginnings, of all the beginnings of cycles.

These are precisely those who take the opposite view of the so-
called ‘values’ in which the inevitable decadence inherent in every
manifestation in Time has gradually asserted itself and continues
to assert itself. They are, in our time, the followers of the one I
have called ‘the Man against Time’, Adolf Hitler. They are, in the
past, all those who, like him, have fought against the tide, the
growing thrust of the Forces of the Abyss, and prepared his work
from far and near—his work and that of the divine Destroyer,
immensely harder, more implacable, further from man than he,
whom the faithful of all forms of Tradition await under various
names ‘at the end of the centuries’.
__________

[1] The same could be said of Jainism, which still has one or two million

followers there.

[2] Racial purity no longer played any role under Constantine. And even in

the Germanic but Christian empire of Charlemagne much later, a Christian

Gallo-Roman had more consideration than a Saxon or other pagan German.
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Honor the fallen

‘Honor those brave Aryan warriors and ancestors
who fought to keep your Blood alive’.
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Chapter VII

Technical development
and ‘fight against time’

‘What a sun, warming the already old world

shall ripen the glorious labours again

who shone in the hands of virile nations?’

Leconte de Lisle (L’Anathème’, Poèmes Barbares)

It should be noted that the Churches, which theoretically should
be the custodians of all that Christianity may contain in terms of
eternal truth, [1] have only opposed scholars when the latter’s
discoveries tended to cast doubt on, or openly contradicted, the
letter of the Bible. (Everyone knows Galileo’s disputes with the
Holy Office about the movement of the Earth.)

But there was never, to my knowledge, any question of their
protesting against what seems to me to be the stumbling block to
any unselfish research of the laws of matter or life; namely,
against the invention of techniques designed to thwart natural
purpose—what I shall call techniques of decadence. Nor did they
denounce and condemn categorically, because of their inherently
odious character, certain methods of scientific investigation such
as all forms of vivisection.

______ 卐 ______

 
Editor’s Note: They don’t mind tormenting animals because they
are Neanderthals; that is to say, they belong to an inferior
psychoclass to ours: just as the pre-Columbian Amerinds belonged
to an inferior psychoclass to that of the Spaniards. Is this passage
from my Day of Wrath remembered (in the chapter ‘Sahagún’s
exclamation’)?:

I don’t believe that there is a heart so hard that when listening to

such inhuman cruelty, and more than bestial and devilish such

as the one described above, doesn’t get touched and moved by

the tears and horror and is appalled; and certainly it is

lamentable and horrible to see that our human nature has come

to such baseness and opprobrium that [Aztec] parents kill and

eat their children, without thinking they were doing anything

wrong.

Like Sahagún, the priestess and the priest of the four words
(‘eliminate all unnecessary suffering’) throw our hands up in
horror when the man of today torments defenceless creatures, to
the point of precognizing the appearance of a Kalki who avenges
them (and us). Savitri continues: 
 

______ 卐 ______

 
They could not, given the anthropocentrism inherent in their very
doctrine. I recalled above that the vision that the esoteric teaching
of Christianity opened to its Western initiates in the Middle Ages
did not go beyond ‘Being’. But no exoteric form of Christianity has
ever gone beyond ‘man’. Each of them affirms and emphasises the
‘apartness’ of that being, privileged whatever his individual worth
(or lack of it) whatever his race or state of health. Each one
proclaims concern for his own best interest, and the help it offers
him in the search for his ‘happiness’ in the hereafter, certainly, but
already in this lower world. Each of them is concerned only for
him, ‘man’, always man, contrary even to the ‘exoterisms’ of Indo-
European origin (Hinduism; Buddhism) which insist on the duties
of their followers ‘towards all beings’.

______ 卐 ______

 

Editor’s Note: Remember my post from exactly a month ago: This
very Catholic painter asked me at a family dinner: “¿Por qué los
animales todavía existen?” (‘Why do animals still exist?’). 
 

______ 卐 ______

 
It is, I think, precisely to this intrinsic anthropocentrism that
Christianity owes the short duration of its positive role in the West
insofar as, despite all the horror attached to the history of its
expansion, a certain positive role can be attributed to it. Once
weakened and death, the influence of its true spiritual elite—that
which, until perhaps the 14th or 15th century, was still attached to
Tradition—nothing was easier for the European than to move
from Christian anthropocentrism to that of the rationalists, theists
or atheists; to replace the concern for the individual salvation of
human ‘souls’, all considered infinitely precious, by that of the
‘happiness of all men’ at the expense of other beings and the
beauty of the earth, due to the proliferation of the techniques of
hygiene, comfort and enjoyment within the reach of the masses.

Nothing was easier for him than to continue to profess his
anthropocentrism by merely giving it a different justification,
namely, by moving from the notion of ‘man’, a privileged creature
because he was ‘created in the image of God’—and, what is more,
of an eminently personal ‘god’—to that of ‘man’: the measure of all
things and the centre of the world because he’s ‘rational’, that is to
say, capable of conceiving general ideas and using them in
reasoning; capable of discursive intelligence hence of ‘science’ in
the current sense of the word.

The concept of ‘man’ indeed underwent some deterioration in the
process. As Antoine de Saint-Exupéry has shown, the human
individual, deprived of the character of ‘creature in the image of
God’ that Christianity conferred on him, finally becomes a number
within a pure quantity and a number that has less and less
importance in itself. Understandably, everyone is sacrificed ‘to the
majority’. But we no longer understand why ‘the majority’, or even
a collectivity of ‘a few’, would sacrifice themselves or even bother
for another one.

Saint-Exupéry sees the survival of a Christian mentality in the fact
that in Europe, even today, hundreds of miners will risk their lives
to try to pull one of them out of the hole where he lies trapped
under the debris of an explosion. He predicts that we are gradually
moving towards a world where this attitude, which still seems so
natural to all of us, will no longer be conceivable.

Perhaps it is no longer conceivable in communist China. And it
should be noted that, even in the West where it is still conceivable,
the majorities are less and less inclined to impose simple
inconveniences on themselves to spare one or two individuals, not
of course of death but discomfort and even real physical suffering.
The man who is most irritated by certain music, and who isn’t
sufficiently spiritually developed to isolate himself from it by his
asceticism, is forced to endure, in the buses, and sometimes even
in the trains or planes, the common radio or the transistor of
another traveller if the majority of passengers tolerate it or even
more so enjoy it. They are not asked for their opinion.

One can, if one wishes, with Saint-Exupéry, prefer Christian
anthropocentrism to that of the atheistic rationalists, fervent of
experimental sciences, technical progress and the civilisation of
well-being.

______ 卐 ______

 
Editor’s Note: This is true, and the best way to show it is to
compare the most famous television series introducing the West:
Kenneth Clark’s Civilisation (1969), Jacob Bronowski’s The Ascent
of Man (1973) and Carl Sagan’s Cosmos (1980). Obviously, the
series by Christian Clark has its problems, but at least he
transmits the spirit of the Aryan through art. Bronowski and
Sagan on the other hand present civilisation from the point of
view of science and technology: something that betrays the
essence of the Aryan and his notion of the numinous.
 

______ 卐 ______

 
It is a matter of taste. But I find it impossible not to be struck by
the internal logic that leads, without a solution of continuity, from
the first to the second and from the latter to Marxist
anthropocentrism for which man—himself a pure ‘product of his
economic environment’—taken en masse is everything; taken
individually, worth only what his function in the increasingly
complicated machinery of production, distribution and use of
material goods for the benefit of the greatest number. It seems to
me impossible not to be struck by the character quite other than
revolutionary and of Jacobinism at the end of the 18th century;
and Marxism (and Leninism), both in the 19th and in the 20th.

____________

[1] Offered to the faithful through the symbolism of sacred stories and

liturgy.
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Focus within

‘Everything great comes from within. Learn to raise above
yourself, to give birth to a rising star, so you can triumph over the
world’.
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But this slowly decadent Hellenic world, which, after having been
subjected to Christianity was only to be reborn to detach itself
more and more from ‘Europe’ without being able or willing, even
today, to integrate with it, is characterised by the boom in
experimental sciences and their applications.

The thirst to study the phenomena of Nature and to discover its
laws (that satisfy reason and is becoming more widespread as the
traditional science of the priests of Greece and Egypt, fruit from a
direct intellectual intuition of the very principle of these laws)
becomes rarer there. And above all, there was a growing
determination, as there was later during the Renaissance and even
more so in the 19th and 20th centuries, to use these physical laws
to construct devices of practical use—such as the endless screw,
the inclined screw and forty other machines whose invention is
attributed to Archimedes such as the ‘burning mirrors’, enormous
magnifying glasses using which this same man of genius set fire to
the Roman ships that blocked Syracuse, or the ‘compression
fountains’, or robots, of Heron.

Anatomy, physiology and the medical art which is based on both
are, and this too is to be noted, in the spotlight. If it is true that in
the 17th century Aselli and Harvey were already foreshadowing
Claude Bernard, it is no less true that at the end of the 4th century
B.C., two thousand years earlier, Erasistratos and Herophilus were
foreshadowing not only Aselli and Harvey but also the famous
physiologists, physicians and surgeons of the 19th and 20th
century.

Of course, there is a long way to go from Herophilus’ automata to
modern computers, just as there is a long way to go from
Herophilus’ dissections and, four hundred years later, Galen’s
dissections, however horrific they may have been, to the atrocities
of organ or head transplanters, or even to those of cancer
specialists, carried out today in the name of scientific curiosity and
‘in the interest of mankind’.

There is a long way to go in terms of results, from the embryonic
technique of the Hellenistic world, and later the Roman world, to
that which we see developing in all areas around us, and even to
that of the 16th century. But it is no less true that in these two
periods when a form of traditional religion relaxed before being
definitively cut off from its esoteric base, there was a resurgence of
interest in the experimental sciences and their applications, a
reawakening of man’s desire to dominate the forces of Nature and
living beings of other species than his own, with a view to the
profit or convenience of as many people as possible.

This is not yet the excessive mechanisation and mass production
that the 19th century would inaugurate in Europe and that the
20th intensified with all the consequences that we know. But it
was already the spirit of the scientists whose work had, in one way
or another, prepared this evolution: the spirit of experimental
research to apply the information gained to the material comfort
of man, to the simplification of his work and the prolongation of
his physical life, that is to say, to the fight against natural
selection.

The machine enables the individual or the group to succeed
without innate strength or special ability, and the drug or the
surgical operation prevents even the most useless and
uninteresting patient from leaving the planet and giving up his
place to the healthy man, more valuable than he.

It is difficult not to be impressed by the ever-increasing
importance, both in the last centuries of the ancient world, in the
early modern period, and in our own time, of experimentation on
living beings to gain more complete information about the
structure and functions of bodies and apply it to the art of healing
—or trying to heal at any cost. These are times when, as today, the
physician, the surgeon and the biologist are honoured as great
men and when vivisection—older, of course, since as early as the
sixth century B.C. Alcmaeon is said to have dissected animals, but
increasingly encouraged thanks to unrestricted anthropocentrism
—is regarded as a legitimate method of scientific research.

There are, therefore, precedents. And we would no doubt find
others, corresponding to other collective declines, if the history of
the world were better and more uniformly known. But it seems
that the further back in time we go, the less certain traits that
bring the most sophisticated ancient civilisations closer to today’s
mechanised world are evident. I am thinking, for example, of
those very old metropolises of the so-called Indus Valley
civilisation, Harappa and Mohenjodaro, where archaeologists
have attested to the existence of seven- or eight-storey buildings,
and pointed to the enormous mass production of earthenware
vessels and other objects, all of them perfectly made but all
hopelessly similar. How can we not be struck by this uniformity in
quantity and imagine, in the workshops from which these mass-
produced objects emerged, on the assembly line, a robotization of
the worker that already, five or six thousand years later,
prefigured that of the ‘human material’ of our factories?

And how can we fail to see in the successive Aryan invasions
which, from the 4th millennium before the Christian era if not
earlier, that came up against this ultra-organised world—
mechanised, as far as it was possible at the time—and destroyed it
(while assimilating, certainly, the best that its elite could offer).
How can we fail to see in them the blessed instruments of a
recovery?

How can we fail to see in their work the installation of the Vedic
civilisation in India: a halt, at least momentarily, in the downward
march of the Vedic civilisation?: a halt in the downward march
that the course of our Cycle represents, especially in the Dark Age,
then close to its beginning: an attempt to fight ‘against Time’
undertaken by the Aryas under the impulse of the Forces of Life as
were to be undertaken, centuries later, still driven by these same
Forces by invaders of the same race, the Hellenes and Latins at the
decline of the Aegean and Italic cultures, technically too advanced;
the Romans, at the decline of the Hellenistic world, the Germans,
at the decline of the Roman world?

But the hold of mechanisation on the
civilisation of Harappa and Mohenjo-Daro
—modest mechanisation, moreover, since
it was still only a matter of mass
production of crafts—was to be less fatal

than that which the Mediterranean and then the Western world
underwent, respectively in the time of Archimedes, then Heron
and the ergastulas of Carthage, Alexandria, then Rome, and in the
18th century and especially the 19th and nowadays. The world of
the Indus Valley still had, even in its decline, something else to
give to its successors than recipes for production. It is said that
they learned at least some forms of Yoga. In the same way, the
Hellenistic and later the Greco-Roman world even in its most
advanced decadence retained, if only in the Neo-Pythagoreans and
Neo-Platonists, something of the essence of ancient esotericism.
This was, along with what was eternal in the teaching of Aristotle,
assimilated into esoteric Christianity, survived in Byzantium and
gave rise there, as well as in the West throughout the Middle Ages,
to the flowering of beauty that we know: beauty is the visible
radiation of Truth.

But of the treasures of the Middle Ages—of all that it had
preserved of the eternal Indo-European Tradition, despite its
rejection of the forms that this had taken in Germania and in the
whole of the north of the continent, as in Gaul before the
appearance of Christianity—the narrowly ‘scientific’ spirit of the
Renaissance, and above all of the centuries that followed, wanted,
or was able, to retain nothing. If we are to believe René Guénon
and a few other well-informed authors, these treasures would have
been put beyond the reach of the West as early as the 14th century,
or at the very least the 15th, as soon as the last direct heirs of the
secret teachings of the Order of the Temple disappeared.
 
The interest of so many 19th-century writers in the Middle Ages
remains, like the 16th-century infatuation with classical antiquity
and Greco-Roman mythology, attached to the most picturesque
and superficial aspects of that past. The proof is that, for them, it
goes hand in hand with the most naive belief in ‘progress’ and the
excellence of generalised literacy as the surest way to hasten it (we
may recall the pages of Victor Hugo on this subject). The link with
immemorial Indo-European wisdom, and even with the little that
Christianity has managed to assimilate from it after having
destroyed—by snatch or by violence, from the Mediterranean to
the North Sea and the Baltic—all the exoteric expressions, is
indeed cut.

And it is in the place of this ancient wisdom that the West is seeing
a true religion of the laboratory and the factory take shape and
spread and flourish: a stubborn faith in the indefinite progress of
man’s power, and I repeat, of any ‘man’, ensured by the
‘enslavement’ of the forces of Nature, that is to say, their use in
parallel with the indefinitely increased knowledge of its secrets. It
is in its place that he sees it imposing itself, and no longer
alongside it, as in India or Japan and wherever peoples of
‘traditional’ civilisation have, reluctantly, and while clinging to
their souls, accepted modern techniques.

This leads to the ‘conquest of the atom’ and the ‘conquest of space’
(so far, of the tiny space between our Earth and the Moon; less
than half a million of our poor kilometres). But we are not
discouraged. Soon, say our scientists, it will be the entire solar
system that will fall within the ‘domain of man’. The solar system
and then, for why stop?, ever-larger portions of the physical
Beyond ‘without bottom or edge’. This also leads—at the cost of
what horrors of experimentation on a world scale!—to the
Luciferian dream of the indefinite prolongation of corporeal life
with, already, the terrible practical consequence of the efforts
made so far to reach it: the unrestrained pullulation of man, and
more particularly of the lower man at the expense of the noblest
flora and fauna of the earth and of the human racial elite itself.
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Bardamu in German!

Ferdinand Bardamu’s long essay ‘Why
Europeans Must Reject Christianity’ is one of the
most important essays in The Fair Race’s
Darkest Hour, a book that visitors to this site
who want to comment here should have already
read.

I am pleased to report that Bardamu’s essay has
been translated into German, and the PDF can be accessed: here.

Our philosophy at The West’s Darkest Hour can be summed up
like this: We believe that the active substance of the poison that is
killing the white race is Christian ethics, which includes the
secularised scale of values of the West today. From this angle, the
subversion of the media at the hands of Jewry represents a
catalyst that only accelerates the process of ethnic suicide that
already preceded, by centuries, the appropriation of the media by
Jews.

Our point of view is somewhat similar to what was said, in private,
in the high ranks of the National Socialists of the last century in
Europe. In contrast, American white nationalists believe that the
active substance is solely and exclusively Jewish subversion. I
hope that Bardamu’s essay, which I understand will also be
translated into French, will help to shift the paradigm from
American white nationalism to German National Socialism.
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Reflections of an Aryan woman, 38

Unlike the Indies and Japan, Europe has unfortunately not been
able to preserve a visible form of Tradition that is uninterrupted
and whose origin is lost in the mists of time. In other words, even
from the dawn of its history, not to mention its pre-history, it has
nowhere continued to worship the same gods.

On the other hand, it is her sons, and even only those of a very
limited West, who, after having cultivated the experimental
sciences, invented one after the other all the modern industrial
techniques, as well as the medical art and the ‘preventive’ hygienic
measures of today and yesterday, which have so lamentably
contributed to the overpopulation of the continent, and soon of
the planet, and to the sacrifice of the quality of men to their
number. And increasingly, in this West in the narrow sense of the
word, people’s attachment to the pomp, customs and teachings of
exoteric Christianity has relaxed in favour of an ever greater
infatuation with ‘Science’ and especially for the applications of
science as a source of wealth, easy enjoyment and power, both
individual and collective.

This is especially true of the 19th century, if we look at the
material achievements, the staggering progress of the sciences of
the measurable world and the industries that depend on them,
and the naive confidence, increasingly widespread in all domains
(including the ‘moral’ domain) parallel to the progress of the
sciences and the generalisation of their applications. But don’t be
fooled!

The cult of positive science based on the experimental study of
phenomena, and the dream of enslaving Nature to man through
the application of scientific discoveries in the search of human
well-being, have much more distant origins. To understand them,
we must go back to the 17th century, Cartesian rationalism and the
anthropocentrism that is inseparable from it. We must go back
even further, to that fever of universal curiosity combined with the
Promethean will of ‘man’ to dominate, the characteristic features
of the Renaissance.

The physiologist Aselli, who studied the process of digestion in the
open entrails of living dogs, is the counterpart of Claude Bernard,
two centuries later. And Descartes himself, with his frenzied
anthropocentrism—his famous theory of ‘machine animals’—as
well as his eagerness to examine everything, to dissect everything,
to want to know everything by the sole means of ‘reason’, and
Francis Bacon, for whom science is above all the means that
ensures the ‘triumph of man’ over Nature and so many others
who, between the 1500s and 1750s, thought and felt the same, are
also the fathers, or elder brothers, of all the more recent
enthusiasts for science, technology, and the salvation of man by
both—the Victor Hugos and the Auguste Comtes, no less than the
Louis Pasteurs, the Jenners, the Kochs, and, closer to home, the
Pavlovs, the Demikhovs[1], and the Barnards.

Certainly, the European Middle Ages had, alongside its undeniable
greatness, weaknesses and barbarities which classify it without
question among the epochs of the advanced Dark Ages. It had,
among other things, all the shortcomings linked to his narrowly
Christian faith, and therefore rigorously anthropocentric, faith: a
faith whose esoteric aspect didn’t even embrace anything beyond
‘Being’ (in contrast to Hindu esotericism, for which Non-Being is
also a manifestation of the fundamental ‘Non-Duality’). It
deserves the sometimes virulent attacks of thinkers and artists
who were most hostile to it but… provided that it is made clear
that the centuries that followed it, far from being better than it
from viewpoint of the essentials, were worse; worse, because they
got rid (and how slowly!) of some of its superstitions and
atrocities, only to replace them by superstitions of another order
but just as crude, and by atrocities just as revolting, and this,
without retaining anything of what had made its greatness.

It deserves the attacks of its detractors provided that they are fair,
and recognise that within the Dark Ages, which covers almost
everything we know about world history it represents, despite
everything, a cultural and above all a spiritual ‘recovery’: a period
when, with all the narrow-mindedness, all the religious
intolerance inherited from the authors of the Old Testament, and
all the anthropocentrism inherent in Christianity as it has come
down to us, Western Europe (and Eastern Europe, for all this is
also true of Byzantium) was then closer to the traditional ideal
order than it was at the time of the decadence of Greco-Roman
Paganism, and above all than it has been since the 16th century.

There is no doubt that Christian esotericism—which the initiates
of a spiritual elite still lived, whose existence until the 14th century
at least, and perhaps even afterwards, for some decades more—
ensured this connection of the whole social edifice—the feudal
pyramid where, in principle, everyone was in his place—with its
secret archetype.

The light of a more-than-human knowledge penetrated from
above, through symbols, into the life of the people, and in
particular into that of the craftsmen-masons, woodcarvers,
glassmakers, blacksmiths, weavers, goldsmiths. It was expressed
in the world of forms and colours through the wealth of
anonymous and disinterested creation that we know, from the
Romanesque or Gothic or Byzantine cathedrals to the delicate
illuminations of gold, azure and vermilion; creation, I repeat,
anonymous and disinterested: of a beauty whose secret was to be
sought in truths independent of time. The practical utility of the
works of art it inspired was nevertheless less important than their
‘meaning’, revealing a world held to be more real than the visible.

It is curious, to say the least, to note that it is precisely when
initiatory knowledge, and thus knowledge of the Eternal, becomes
obscured in the elite that had previously held it, and when, as a
result, the spiritual ‘meaning’ of every work of beauty increasingly
escapes the artist and the craftsman, that the thirst for
investigation of the future using systematic experimentation
begins to spread. It is from this moment onwards that the demand
for visible and tangible proof of all knowledge, the refusal to
believe in the existence of the overman (or at least to be interested
in it) and the growing preoccupation with the development of the
world’s material wealth for the benefit of the greatest possible
number of people converge—in other words, experimental science
and the technology, both industrial and medical that derive from
it, are increasingly being imposed.

And it is interesting to note that this is not a unique state of
affairs, appearing only with the decline of Christianity at the dawn
of the Modern Age. The same moral and cultural phenomenon,
the same transfer of values manifested itself, along with the
weakening of the traditional faith, during the long and slow agony
of the Ancient Greek World, from the end of the fourth century
BC, until the end of the next century. It was then, already in the
field of letters and even more so than at the time of the
Renaissance, that began the reign of quantity at the expense of
quality.

There was a proliferation of polygraphs, rather like in our own
time, and an almost complete absence of major works, apart from
Aristotle’s (admittedly gigantic) work, which was still in its infancy
when the period was just beginning. It was a time of grammarians,
not poets; of scholars of the word, not creators through the word;
of people who knew well and were able to analyse in detail, the
work of their predecessors, not of literati whose own work, like
that of the tragic authors of the classical Greek period, was to
dominate the centuries to come. The geniuses of the verb and pure
thought—the Virgils, the Lucretia—appear, in the famous century
of Augustus, no longer in Greece or Hellenised Sicily, or
Alexandria, but in Italy proper, already in the sphere of that West
from which will eventually emerge, still under the influence of the
peoples of the North, a young Europe, the only true one.
 

______ 卐 ______

 
Once we finish translating Savitri’s book from
French to English we’ll resume the translation of
Karlheinz Deschner’s book about the Middle
Ages. We discover a very different medieval
history once, instead of reading Christian
authors, we read those who have actually left
Christianity behind, as Savitri did.

I will devote tomorrow to producing a PDF of a German
translation by our friend Albus. I refer to Ferdinand Bardamu’s
essay on why Europeans must abandon Christianity, a long essay
that appears in The Fair Race (see sidebar). This essay mentions
the Middle Ages but Kevin MacDonald refused to publish it in his
webzine when Bardamu submitted it to The Occidental Observer.
______________

[1] The Russian physiologist who, in the 1950s and 60s, was involved in

grafting dog heads onto other living dogs.
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Another German translation

The article that summarises our philosophy about the revaluation
of all values (here) has now been translated to German (here).

If you know a friend whose native language is German, it would
not hurt to send him the link to that short article!
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‘In committing the matricide
of Europe, Anglo-Americans
heaped up their own funeral
pyre’. —Junghans

Savitri Devi, a priestess of
the fourteen words.

______ 卐 ______

“Only when you ask a
thousand random whites
‘Who’s the greatest White
man that ever lived?’ and
they all answer ‘Adolf
Hitler’, will you know the
White race has been saved.
Not ‘Julius Caesar’. Not
‘Alexander’. Hitler.”

—Mauricio
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To contextualise our
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Socialism.
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“With the death of Adolf
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2nd World War in 1945
Western civilization, as it
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perceived DIED once and for
all. The only thing that was
left now was a gene pool.”
—James Mason

“The fall of Stalingrad is the
finish of Europe. There was
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all was Stalingrad. There
you can say it was finished
and well finished, the white
civilisation.” —L.F. Céline
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Jez Turner

Joe Biden
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John F. Kennedy

John Locke
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Julius Caesar
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Karl Marx

Karl Popper
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Kenneth Clark

Kevin MacDonald

Kriminalgeschichte des
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Ku Klux Klan
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Latin America

Lawrence Auster

Leon Trotsky

Leonardo da Vinci

Leonidas
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Liberalism

Library of Alexandria

Literature
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London

Lord of the Rings

Lothrop Stoddard

Louis XIV of France

Louis-Ferdinand
Céline
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Madison Grant

Madness

Mainstream media

Manosphere

Mantras

Manu Rodríguez
(blogger)

March of the Titans
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Marcus Eli Ravage

Mark the Evangelist

Mark Twain

Mark Weber

Marriage

Martin Bormann

Martin Luther

Marxism

Materialism /
capitalism

Maternus Cynegius

Matt Koehl

Matthew the Evangelist

Matthias Grünewald

Mauricio (commenter)

Maxfield Parrish

Maya civilization

Mein Kampf (book)

Men

Merovingian dynasty

Metaphysics of race /
sex

Mexico

Michael O'Meara

Michelangelo

Middle Ages

Middle East

Miguel Hidalgo y
Costilla

Mike Maloney

Miscegenation

Miscellany

Moctezuma II

Monarchy

Mongols

Monocausalism

Montaigne

Montesquieu

Morgenthau Plan

Moscow
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Music
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Napoleon

National Socialism

Nature

Neanderthalism

Nero

New Spain

New Testament

New York

Newspeak

Niccolò Machiavelli

Nick Fuentes

Nicolaus Copernicus

Non-white
immigration

Nordicism

Norman Rockwell

North America

Norway

Nuremberg

Obituaries

Occam's razor

Occidental Observer
(webzine)
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Old Testament

Oliver Cromwell

On Beth’s cute tits
(book)

On Exterminationism
(book)

On the Genealogy of
Morality (book)

On The Historicity of
Jesus (book)

Opera

Oracle of Delphi

Oratory

Origen

Oswald Mosley

Otto von Bismarck

Ottoman Empire

Ovid

Painting

Parapsychology

Paris
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Passing of the Great
Race (book)

Patriarchy
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Percy Bysshe Shelley

Pericles

Persephone
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Peter Schiff

Petronius

Philippe Rushton

Philo

Philosophy

Philosophy of history

Pindar

Plato
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Plutarch

Poetry

Poland

Polybius

Pompey

Pope Francis
(Francisco I)

Pope Gregory I

Pope Theophilus of
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Porphyry of Tyre

Portugal

Pre-Columbian
America

Prehistory

Pride & Prejudice
(2005 movie)

Protestantism

Pseudoscience

Psychiatry

Psychoanalysis

Psychohistory

Psychology

Puritanism

Quotable quotes

Racial studies

Rape of the Sabine
Women

Raphael

Real men

Recceswinth

Reconquista

Red terror

Reformation

Reinhard Heydrich

Religion

Rembrandt

Renaissance

René Descartes

Republic (Plato's book)

Revilo Oliver

Rhodesia

Richard Carrier

Richard D. Fuerle

Richard Nixon

Richard Spencer

Richard Wagner

Richard Walther Darré

Rising Tide of Color
(book)

Robert Jay Mathews

Robert Morgan

Roger Devlin

Romanticism

Rome vs. Judea (book)

Romulus

Ron Unz

Ronald Laing

Ronald Reagan

Rudolf Hess

Russia

Russian Revolution

Sappho

Savitri Devi

Schutzstaffel (SS)

Science

Second World War

Seneca

Sense and Sensibility
(movie)

Seventh Seal (movie)

Sexual "liberation"

Sieg der Waffen – Sieg
des Kindes (SS
booklet)

Siege (book)

Sigmund Freud

Silvano Arieti

Skepticism

Sleeping Beauty (1959
movie)

Socrates

Solomon

Solon

Sound of Music (film)

South Africa
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d'une aryenne (book)

Soviet Union

Spain

Sparta

Sponsor

St Ambrose

St Athanasius

St Augustine

St Cyril of Alexandria

St Francis

St Ignatius of Antioch

St Irenaeus

St Jerome

St John Chrysostom

St Martin of Tours

St Paul

St Peter

St Thomas Aquinas

Stanley Kubrick

Stefan Zweig

Stilicho

Strabo

Struggle with the
Daimon (book)

Sturmabteilung (SA)

Suetonius

Summer, 1945 (book)

Sweden

Switzerland

Sword

Tacitus

Technology

Temple of Artemis

Temple of Jerusalem

Temple of Serapis

Tenochtitlan

Tertullian

The Brigade (novel)

The Camp of the Saints
(novel)

The human side of
chess (book)

The Lightning and the
Sun (book)

The Name of the Rose
(novel)

The Satyricon (novel)

The Turner Diaries
(novel)

The Yearling (novel)

Thebes

Theoderic the Great

Theodore Lidz

Theodore Roosevelt

Theodoret

Theodosius I

Theodosius II

Theology

Third Reich

Thomas Cole

Thomas Goodrich

Thomas Hobbes

Thomas Jefferson

Thomas Szasz

Thucydides

Thus spoke
Zarathustra (book)

Tiberius

Titus

Tom Metzger

Tom Sunic

Trajan

Transvaluation of all
values

Trauma model of
mental disorders

Turin Shroud

Twilight of the idols
(book)

Two Hundred Years
Together (book)

Ukraine

Ulfilas

Uncle Tom’s Cabin
(novel)

United Kingdom

United States

Universalism

Valens

Valentinian I

Valentinian II

Valentinian III

Valerian

Vegetarianism

Vercingetorix

Vespasian

Videos

Vienna

Vikings

Vincent van Gogh

Virgil

Vladimir Lenin

Vladimir Putin

Vlassis Rassias

Voltaire

W.B. Yeats

WDH radio show

Welfare of animals

West's darkest hour

Whispering Leaves
(book)

White nationalism

White-slave trade

Who We Are (book)

Wikipedia

Wilhelm Sieglin

Will Durant

William Blake

William James

William Pierce

William Shakespeare

Winston Churchill

Wolfgang Amadeus
Mozart

Women

Wuthering Heights
(novel)

Xenophon

Zeus

Zosimus

Zweites Buch

The greatest of the
“conservative” thinkers,
Joseph de Maistre,
pointed out long ago that
the French Revolution led
the revolutionaries rather
than was led by them. For
he believed that certain
Providential forces rule
our lives. These forces he
saw in Christian terms,
but others, like
Heidegger, for instance,
saw them in terms of
Being, over which humans
have no control.

In either case, the force of
Providence or Being or
Destiny has a power that
has often made itself felt
in our history. For this
reason, I have little doubt
that Europeans will
eventually throw off the
Judeo-liberal system
programming their
destruction. I’m less
confident about we
Americans, given the
greater weakness of our
collective identity and
destiny. But nevertheless
even we might be saved
from ourselves by this
force—as long as we do
what is still in our power
to do.

—Michael O’Meara
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David Irving’s Website
 

From Guillaume Faye's
"Mars & Hephaestus": 

The twenty-first century will
be a century of iron and
storms. It will not resemble
those harmonious futures
predicted up to the 1970s.
It will not be the global
village prophesied by
Marshall MacLuhan in 1966,
or Bill Gates’ planetary
network, or Francis
Fukuyama’s end of history:
a liberal global civilization
directed by a universal
state. 

The Third Age of European
Civilization commences, in
a tragic acceleration of the
historical process, with the
Treaty of Versailles and end
of the civil war of 1914-18:
the catastrophic twentieth
century. Four generations
were enough to undo the
labor of more than forty.
Europe fell victim to its own
tragic Prometheanism, its
own opening to the world
and universalism, oblivious
of all ethnic solidarity. 

The Fourth Age of European
civilization begins today. It
will be the Age of rebirth or
perdition. The twenty-first
century will be for this
civilization, the fateful
century, the century of life
or death. 

Let us cultivate the
pessimistic optimism of
Nietzsche. “There is no
more order to conserve; it is
necessary to create a new
one.” Will the beginning of
the twenty-first century be
difficult? Are all the
indicators in the red? So
much the better. They
predicted the end of history
after the collapse of the
USSR? We wish to speed its
return: thunderous,
bellicose, and archaic. Islam
resumes its wars of
conquest. China and India
wish to become
superpowers. And so forth.
The twenty-first century will
be placed under the double
sign of Mars, the god of
war, and of Hephaestus, the
god who forges swords, the
master of technology and
the chthonic fires. This
century will be that of the
metamorphic rebirth of
Europe, like the Phoenix, or
of its disappearance as a
historical civilization and its
transformation into a
cosmopolitan and sterile
Luna Park. 

The beginning of twenty-
first century will be the
despairing midnight of the
world of which Hölderlin
spoke. But it is always
darkest before the dawn.
Let us prepare our children
for war. Let us educate our
youth, be it only a minority,
as a new aristocracy. 

Today we need more than
morality. We need
hypermorality, the
Nietzschean ethics of
difficult times. When one
defends one’s people, i.e.,
one’s own children, one
defends the essential. Then
one follows the rule of
Agamemnon and Leonidas
but also of Charles Martel:
what prevails is the law of
the sword, whose bronze or
steel reflects the glare of
the sun. 

T A G S:

4 words Christian
question
(CQ) Priesthood of the 14
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“Hate is not some useless
organ like the appendix. It’s
there for a reason.

Why does Christianity do all
it can to talk us out of
necessary and functional
drives?

Well, the answer is that it’s
a bit of software meant to
disable our enemy
recognition module.
Christianity preaches blind
love, and that love is
murdering the West”.

– Alex Linder
 

“Why were you so
ungrateful to our gods as to
desert them for the Jews?”
—Emperor Julian to the
Christians

Regarding why we say that
Christianity and the JQ are
one and the same, see this
passage from The Fair Race.

When you forbid your
enemy to hate, you’ve
disarmed him.

The deep-seated death-
wish that seems to have
taken hold of the collective
subconscious psyche of the
Aryan race after Hitler’s
death is I believe a
consequence of centuries of
Jewish brainwashing via
Christianity and its secular
offshoots.

Once the majority of Aryans
had rejected Hitler they
embraced what remained of
Christianity, Christian
ethics, with a vengeance.
Aryans are aware of what
our race is capable of
becoming from the photos
and films of NS Germany
and many of them hate and
fear their own race’s
potential for greatness due
to attachment to an
irrational morality and so
our race is in a sort of self-
destruct mode.

If the National Socialists had
won the Second World War
our race would not have
entered into this intense
struggle to overcome the
oldest and most effective
weapon of the Jews,
Christianity. So this post-
1945 struggle with the
mental disease of
Christianity does serve a
purpose in that it will either
destroy us for good or
make us even stronger.

Before Aryans can annihilate
the biological Jew on the
physical level they must
destroy the alien Jewish
mind virus on the mental
level by overcoming
Christian morality. —Joseph
Walsh

Sooner or later the world
will recognise that Hitler
was right and that until the
West accepts this fact, they
will continue their ongoing
self-destruction, especially
in the US and the UK.

Either way, massive
destruction is unavoidable
because after the Second
World War the Allies must
pay a massive karmic debt.

Whatever you want to call it,
thinking you can aid in
saving the white race while,
at the same time, bending
the knee to Jewish deities
(Yahweh and Yeshua) is
some kind of combination
of insane, dishonest,
cowardly, naive, or very
stupid. To bottom line it, it
won’t and can’t work.

‘White nationalists have
failed because trying to stir
up anti-semitism in a
culture shaped by almost
two thousand years of
Christian delusion and a
white race imbued with the
conviction that a Jew is God
is a fool’s errand’. —R.M.
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